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“It’s a scientific fact. For every
year a person lives in Hollywood,
they lose two points of their
IQ.”
~Truman Capote

The Ballad of
Horatio Sanz
By Nick Nelson ~ Daily Bull

Horatio Sanz is undisputedly the best terrible
comedian in the history
of existence. Let us, together, explore the history and the destiny of
this paradoxical being.
Horatio Sanz is an alien
android spy sent to Earth
by aliens from the planet
Suppositron. He was
conceived in 1734 by
a platypus impregnated
by a Suppositron probe.
His original mission was
to infiltrate minority activist movements and
spice them up with bad
Hispanic humor before
assassinating their leaders, but, over time, he
developed consciousness and learned to love
humans.
...see Horatio Sanz on back

The Black Hole: Part 1

The Steaming Pile

By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

Straight from You-Know-Where

Day 1: RESEARCH PROJECT CRE- and safe. That’s all. Way more efATES SINGULARITY: ENERGY CRISIS ficient then burning corn, or coal,
OVER!!
or oil, or fission, or even fusion,
and nothing to worry about at all.
A student working on a nano- We’re more efficient than the sun,
technological field-based assem- right here. No danger at all.”
bler along with the MTU physics
department successfully created When pressed about the danger,
a semi-stable singularity, or black the student squirmed; the profeshole. Says the professor, “As the sor took his cue. “There’s absomass is just so tiny, Hawking Radia- lutely no danger, none at all. Not
tion dissipates it right away. Still, only is the singularity contained
that’s an awful lot of energy, and if within a very powerful electrostatic
you toss matter directly into it, you trap, but it’s mass is so tiny that
get GPE out!”
even if we were to drop it, it’d
dissipate before reaching Earth’s
The student interjects: “That’s gravi- dense, rich, nougaty core.”
tational potential energy. I mean,
you’re dropping mass from a height “Course’, we’d be pwned if it did
into an infinitely deep hole – it’s reach the core. Don’t quote me
gonna accelerate, and not cleanly on that, I don’t have my slide rule.
either. It’ll vibrate so fast, you’ll Chortle.”
get radio and UV and X-Rays out.”
Plans are underway to replace the Plans are underway to construct
new bio-diesel generators with an even larger singularity; electrical
singularity generators, which will and chemical engineers are being
receive a slow trickle of matter in drafted to design a containment
turn for boiling massive quantities vessel to the physicists’ speciof water. “It’s just really efficient,
...see Black Hole on back

Lode Headlines We’ll Never See

Who needs homework when you
have the Nintendo Wii to keep you busy!

Job Fair Unsuccessful:
Still Job Fair, Experts Say

Thundercats on Ice
comes to Houghton

Mining Expedition to the Center
Gender Ratio Equal at MTU
of the Earth Fails:
This Trowel Sucks
CS Majors Cited Talking to Girls
Glenn Mroz Vows to Cut Tuition

World Takeover by Midgets

Daily Bull:
Unprofessional and Childish

MTU Adopts Universal
Clock System

Lode Staff Writers
Download Spell Check

MTU Fine Arts Program
Nationally Accredited

MTU Football Wins
Rose Bowl... What?

Bridge Built Over US-41

Ms. Houghton Differentiated
from a Rock

ASsMTU v2.0 Passes
Unanimously
...see Pile on back

...Black Hole from front militant students persisted, but
fications. “It has to be good, gave up when told a singularity
and not shitty at all.”, says one may be covered by the second
physicist.
amendment. Says one, “Damn,
now I’ve just gotta get me a sinThere are some concerned gularity gun...”
students on campus, but when
presented with information that “Some would say we should
there are currently no govern- only test these things in the
ment regulations preventing deep of space, slowly and carethe generation and storage of fully, before building exploitative
material, which violates only technologies around it. Seeing
most physical laws as we enjoy as ‘deep space’ is 11,500 meters
them, they all became unusually per second away from our little
passive and unconcerned. Says gravity well, and that in turn is at
one grungy young adult, “Our least a half decade of gravitygovernment’s executive branch sling shotting a satellite with all
isn’t reality based, so I guess this of this equipment, I’ve just gotta
is just another part of getting say, screw that! I’m going for a
used to it. We’ve been living in OPEC!”
a Kafka-esqe world for all our
lives anyways. This isn’t going
to change jack. I’m gonna go
play WoW or something...” Some
... Horatio Sanz from front
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according to popular Sanz lore.
In the most selfless act in his
life, he willingly had sexual intercourse with Anna Nicole Smith,
and from their hideous coupling
spawned the hybrid Chris Kattan – half dumbass, half retard,
and one-hundred percent not
funny.

In 2008, Horatio Sanz was exiled from SNL when he tackled
Hilary Duff and the Olsen Twins
with six arms. With the majority of employers on Earth not
accepting of nineteen-armed
space androids, Sanz withdrew
to hermitry. All but a few forgot
about him, and with those that
remembered, Sanz developed
empathic and telepathic links.
Through these means, he began
to control these few devoted
humans. He sent them throughout the countryside to convert
By 1912, Horatio Sanz was
... Pile from front
more feeble-minded followers. pear from existence. And on the
performing stand-up comedy
CS Major Gets a Tan
All did his bidding loyally.
seventh day, Sanz rested… and
at small-town clubs and bars,
listened to death metal.
earning an average of 12 cents
Mick Jagger Launches
per night. Over the course of Several decades later, Sanz beAnti-Drug Campaign
fifty-eight years, he had earned came the first being ever to be
enough to move on to New recognized as a god when he
NMU STD Free
York City. The popular television initiated the second Holocaust,
program Saturday Night Live this one targeting the annoying
Underwater Basket Weaving:
(SNL) noticed his humor and nuisances of the world like my
New National Pastime
lack thereof and promptly took roommate’s ex-girlfriend’s sister.
him under its wing. Only briefly Survivors were sent care packagTech Experiences Sober Carnival
into his tenure at SNL, Sanz per- es consisting mostly of Johnson
formed a horrific experimental & Johnson™ Baby Shampoo.
Ramen Prices Hit All
medical operation on himself Then they were gently reminded
Time High: 25 cents
– a procedure involving a one- that no one cares about them
hundred-pound fat tissue graft and that they should probably
Family Guy No Longer Funny
and at least seventeen arm grafts, be like Horatio Sanz and disap-

